FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
INTERNATIONAL DEFENSE & AEROSPACE GROUP WELCOMES NEW MD 530F
Authorized MDHI Sales Agent Iternational Defense & Aerospace Group welcomes the first of up to 3 new, stateof-the-art MD 530F helicopters to be used for tactical and NVG flight training
Mesa, Ariz, July 5, 2019 – MD Helicopters, Inc. (MDHI)
is proud to announce the sale and delivery of a new
MD 530F to International Defense & Aerospace Group,
LLC (IDAG), a Pennsylvania-based authorized sales
agent. The company’s first state-of-the-art MD 530F
aircraft with a production all-glass cockpit, the
custom-configured F-model will join an IDAG fleet of
training aircraft operated by the Slovak Training
Academy that also includes five (5) MD 500E-model
helicopters. Its primary role will be to support the
tactical and NVG flight training needs of military and
paramilitary helicopter pilots from around the world.
“We are excited about the sale of this MD 530F, and the opportunity to have military and paramilitary
pilots from around the world train in the MD 530F,” said Lynn Tilton, MD Helicopters, Inc. Chief Executive
Officer. “MD Helicopters and International Defense & Aerospace Group are aligned in our commitment to
delivering excellence in product quality, support and training, and in our belief that the MD 500E and MD
530F airframes offer the best performance in their class for training, law enforcement and military
operations.”
An authorized MDHI Sales Agent for select Central and Eastern European opportunities since 2017,
International Defense & Aerospace Group (IDAG) focuses on the sale and service of specialty rotorcraft
solutions to military and paramilitary operators throughout Central and Eastern Europe. Global airborne
law enforcement, military, and Special Forces operators worldwide also recognize IDAG for offering a
comprehensive curriculum of transition and tactical flight training.
“We believe in the quality, proven performance and durability of MD Helicopters’ aircraft,” said Bob
Caldwell, President and CEO of IDAG. “The MD 500-series helicopters are perfectly suited for training
missions. They are incredibly robust, economical to operate, and have an unmatched safety record.”
IDAG also supports fleet operations and flight crew training for several regional national police agencies
and operators.
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Configuration
Powered by the Rolls-Royce 250-C30 650shp turbine engine, IDAG’s right-hand command MD 530F is the
first type-certified 369FF aircraft to be produced with the company’s all-glass cockpit, and also features
NVIS cockpit lighting, extended landed gear, and a 21-gallon Fargo auxiliary fuel tank.
“The MD 530F is one of our most versatile airframes,” Tilton concludes. “It is a proven performer with
military and paramilitary operators worldwide, and delivers the overall performance, reliability and
mission flexibility required by our growing global base of operators. We congratulate IDAG on this
acquisition decision and look forward to the continued growth of their MD Helicopters fleet.”
VIDEO & IMAGE ASSETS: Click here to view a short video featuring this new, multi-mission, multi-role MD
530F. High-resolution images can be requested via MD Helicopters’ Contact Form.
###
About MD Helicopters, Inc.
MD Helicopters, Inc. (MDHI), a Lynn Tilton company, is a leading manufacturer of commercial, military, law
enforcement and air-rescue helicopters. The MDHI family of rotorcraft is world renowned for its value,
versatility and performance, and includes the twin-engine MD 902 Explorer, and single engine versions of
the MD 600N, MD 520N, MD 500E, MD 530F and MD 530G. The innovative NOTAR® system for anti-torque
control with no tail rotor – a key feature of the MD 902, MD 600N and MD 520N – is used exclusively by
MD Helicopters to provide safer, quieter performance and confined-area access capability.
For more information about MDHI, follow us on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and LinkedIn, or visit
www.mdhelicopters.com.
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